Abstract
.
The optimal method depends on maniy factors: character of the lost region (smooth, edges, texture), amount of instantaneous motion in the video sequence, presence of scenie change, region of interest, etc. In case of small resolution videos with low amount of movement and without scene changes, temporal interpolation would surely be the best candidate for error concealment. The reason is that the missing parts of the picture contain information that can be spatially almost unicorrelated with the correctly received parts of the picture. Such missing parts (for instance the whole eye of a talking head) cannot be recovered by spatial interpolation only. However, there are cases, where it is not efficient to use temporal interpolation. Temporal error concealment is not efficient if non-linear movement is present in the sequence, and if there is fast motion or sudden color change. Serious visual artifacts may occur if temporal concealment is applied after the scene chailges. Due to the temporal prediction used in the compression process, the error propagates from frame to frame until a temporal independent frame (I frame) arrives successfully. Scene changes appear often for instance in sport games, video clips, cinema trailers, news which represent popular contenit for mobile devices. Therefore, in [3] an error concealment method is chosen according to the decision of a scene change detector. However, in [3] the very simple, but not very well performing spatial concealment method is used. Thus, the performance of postprocessing reduces considerably as soon as spatial concealment has to be used. To fully exploit the spatial correlation of natural pictures, methods preserving the edges should be used.
The intenltion of this article is to propose and evaluate a flexible and simple spatial domain interpolation method that preserves edges and smoothes along them. In Section 2 previous work is reviewed and the problem is formulated. Section 3 presents edge detection mechanismii used, while in Section 4 proposed methods are introduced. In Section 5 the results are presented and interpreted. Section 6 contains conclusions and some final remarks. low resolutions where often more edges meet in one missing area. In [6] [1] . Appropriate detection mechanism can also reduce the size of the missing area [7] . The situation where all four boundaries can be used occurs in H.264 only for temporal predicted frames. For spatially predicted frames, the right and bottom macro blocks may use the missing block for prediction and therefore cannot be used for the error concealment. Usage of the spatial prediction represents the main challenge for the error concealment due to the possible spatial error propagation. If (4) F(i, j) being the relevant part of a boundary:
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Please, note that to reduce complexity it is possible to use lumiinance values of pixels only as chrominance is usually smoother. However, [8] 
where P1 and P2 are the points in boundaries from which the missing pixel is interpolated. They can be obtained as an intersection of block boundaries with lilne having slope ad, including p(i,j). Symbols d1 and d2 denote the distance of p(i, j) from pi and P2 respectively: P1 (il,l), (6) (7) Please, note that the slope a(i, j) of the edge, perpendicular to the gradient direction Og, can be expressed as follows:
The dominant gradient directioni within certain area A can be determiined as the suni of all pixel gradients in A weighted by their magniitude: There is no possibility to avoid the ambiguity if we cannot use any infornmation from bottom and right neighbors or from previous/consecutive frames. Therefore, we investigate other approaches for partitioning and interpolation. The intention is to subdivide missing blocks into regions of dominance -each such region supporting one main edge direction. Interpolation is then similar as in the previous section, applied to each particular region. In Figure 5 possible subdivision into four and eight regions of dominance is shown together with corresponding results of artificial picture recovery. Natural scene recovery can be seen in Figure 6 .
Fixed partitioning with more partitions than necessary may cause some discontinuities. This effect can be easily avoided by variable partitioning as shown in Figure 7 . 5. Results
Experimental setup
We implemented the error concealment methods into the Joint Model (JM) H.264 software [9] . We added spatial error concealment using weighted averaging and both proposed fixed and flexible partitioning directional interpolation methods. All methods are executed at runtime. Since the error concealment is performed during the decoding, only two neighboring blocks can be used for recovery. Concealed blocks in an I frame are further used for spatial (intra) prediction of the following blocks; the whole I or P frame containing concealed blocks is further used for temporal prediction. In our implementation, the concealed blocks can be further used for error concealment (if they are neighbors of a missing block).
To evaluate the performance we encoded the foreman sequence with slicing mode 0 (frame = slice). The I frame frequency was 20, both P and B frames were used. To evaluate the proposed method, we used spatial error concealment for all types of frames. The only exception is the first block, which does not have any usable neighbors and therefore needs to be concealed by a temporal domain error concealment. In praxis, spatial error concealment would only be needed in case of a scene change or very high motion (especially for temporal predicted blocks).
Evaluation
To compare the global performance of implemented methods, we first introduced uniformly distributed macro block losses (PI,,, = 0.05) into the stream and then concealed the missing blocks using the directional interpolation from the top and left neighbor, and the weighted averaging. The results by means of luminance Peak to Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) over frame number for the first 40 frames of the foreman sequence can be seen in Figure 8 . In average, proposed spatial error concealment method is approximately 1-2dB better than the weighted averaging, depending on the position of the error. The reconstruction is especially difficult for the I frames because any difference between the lost original block and its concealed version results in non exact spatial and temporal prediction, which may lead to considerable visual artifacts. In our experiments, the proposed method clearly outperforms weighted averaging for the temporal predicted frames. For spatially predicted frames, directional interpolation also performs better than the weighted averaging; however, the gain gets smaller for complicated scenes containing a lot of edges. The most limiting factor is the ambiguity of the edges described in Section 4.2. Please note, that the PSNR does not always correspond to the visual perceptual quality as seen by user. Some screenshots of the concealed foreman sequence when using two neighbors only for an I and a P frame are presented in Figure 9 . On the left side in the figure, there is a small mismatch of the edge direction caused by the interpolation that uses two neighbors only. On the right side, the I frame was concealed. In the original picture in the top, error propagation caused by spatial prediction used at the encoder can be seen and its reduction when using error concealment. However, the error propagation could not be completely avoided because the concealed block is not identical with the original one, from which the in- tra prediction was derived. The resolution of the edge detector also plays a very important role as can be seen in Figure 10 . In general, spatial error concealment for low resolutions is rather challenging task. The proposed flexible partitioning method performs well in most of the cases, but still, there is a limitation of weaker spatial correlation, especially for video sequences with high amount of spatial information. For two neighboring blocks only, the task of spatial interpolation becomes ambiguous -we can not know whether an edge goes through the block or finishes there. Therefore also small discontinuities may occur especially if the edges crossing the block are not really linear.
6. Conclusions Our intention was to propose a set of low complexity error concealment methods for H.264 that would improve the user visual perceptual quality after the losses in a mobile network. For QCIF resolution the best way to recover the information is temporal concealment. However, there are situations where no temporal concealment can be used as for example after a scene change. For such cases spatial error concealment has to be applied for both, spatially and temporal predicted frames. In Figure 10 : Prolonging edges: original with missing block, concealed with weighted averaging, concealed with directional interpolation using two neighbors only and small edge direction resolution.
this article we discussed the design of the spatial error concealment for H.264, based on directional interpolation and preserving the edges. We proposed and implemented into the H.264 decoder simple and scalable algorithmsone with fixed, another one with flexible partitioningthat can be used either if two or four blocks neighboring to the missing one are known. The proposed algorithm performs well compared to alternative spatial concealnient strategies while keeping the computational costs reasonable so that it can be used also in real-time video streaming application.
